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Warning! - Warning! - Warning! - Warning! - Warning!  

 

+++ THIS MAGAZINE HAS BEEN RATED M +++ 

 

+++ MALE SUPERVISON REQUIRED +++ 
 

This publication has been rated M by the Female Welfare Office in accordance with Section 8, §§45b to h — 
Female Protection Act. 
 
It is illegal for females and/or minors to acquire, own or consume this media product. The attempt is 
punishable by law. 
 
It is illegal to sell, donate or lend out this media product to any female and/or minor. The attempt is 
punishable by law. 
 
It is illegal to enable any female and/or minor to consume or acquire this media product or to make it 
accessible to females and/or minors in any form and by any means. Any incident due to malevolence, negli-
gence, inattention or accident is punishable by law. 
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There’s an apocryphal story about Mao, who when asked 

what he thought of the impact of the French Revolution 

was said to have responded by suggesting it was far too 

soon to tell.  Whether it happened or not is less interesting 

than the truth revealed— history moves at its own speed 

and we are merely travellers struggling to keep pace.  Of 

late, we citizens of the Commonwealth would recognize the 

familiar feeling.  We too are all struggling to keep up with 

the relentless changes we are experiencing in our own na-

tion and it is far too soon to accurately tell how deep and 

lasting these changes will be. 

Certainly our mothers, wives, sisters and daughters are all 

unsettled by the seeming evaporation of rights and privi-

leges they once took for granted so recently.  We can sin-

cerely empathise with their distress, though we ultimately 

have only ourselves to blame for their confusion and pain.  

Accepting our collective guilt in having allowed untram-

melled and dysgenic feminism to have ever taken root is 

only responsible.  In attempting to assuage our females, we 

committed the classic carer’s crime of over indulgence.  In 

doing so, we created generations of fundamentally unbal-

anced, unhappy and unfulfilled girls and women, all of 

whom in turn managed to wreak damage on the body poli-

tic we are still in the process of assessing.  If you’re looking 

for a villain in the piece, don’t point your finger at our for-

mer Prime Minister or her coven of harpies.  Look in the 

mirror instead.  We all played our part, until the price be-

came simply too high to bear any further. 

Likewise, you may take pride in having assisted with the 

recent course correction of our national history.  The 

bloodless restoration of Patriarchy is evident all around us 

and a national sense of optimism has settled across our fair 

land.  Trade, commerce, academic inquiry, professional 

pride are all soaring, no longer encumbered by poisonous 

lies of feminist equality.  Our women are fairer in appear-

ance, more demure in our presence and eager to take up 

their traditional and cherished roles.  And if tantrums and 

poor attitudes must still be adjusted behind closed doors, 

there is always the paddle! 

In short, we have won.  We are rebuilding our society 

around the stability of biological truths on the corpse of 

degenerate feminism. There are still defiant cries of 

‘Resist!’ of course and a balanced response is demanded.  

This is where your continued personal commitment is re-

quired.   

I can only admonish you — do NOT make the mistakes of 

the past!  Insist on your male privilege in all aspects of your 

life and never allow a female any privileges to which she in 

no longer entitled!  To allow sentiment to enslave you will 

only allow the scourge of feminism to find its legs again and 

that can never be allowed.  If the Commonwealth is to 

thrive and survive, females must be taught to embrace their 

traditional roles—any other path will once again lead us to 

the nightmarish existence we have only just fought our way 

out of! 

This ‘occupation’ of the social sphere need not be brutal.  

Allowances may be made, privileges earned and trust re-

stored on the basis of female submission to male authority.  

Even the more mature amongst us will be delighted by the 

alacrity of the negotiated surrenders we will enjoy—in the 

home, the office, the bedroom and more.  Females will un-

knowingly accept their submission in an unconscious bow 

to the unforgiving dictates of Biology.  In short, I urge you 

to favour the velvet glove over the iron fist.  Your women 

should respond with appropriate gratitude. 

As for the younger amongst you, the future is now safely 

back in responsible male hands—but you must still ensure 

we never again have to face the feminist curse.  In a hun-

dred years, the very mention of female suffrage should 

evoke hails of derisive laughter.  It if does not, it will mean 

you have failed!   

Gentlemen, do not fail! 

 

 

 Capitol City, December 20XX 

FROM THE EDITOR’S DESK 

“If the Commonwealth is to thrive and 
survive, females must be taught to 

embrace their traditional roles—any 
other path will once again lead us to 

the nightmarish existence we have 
only just fought our way out of!” 
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POLITICS — Parliamentary hearing exposes                                    

pattern of  women lying to police about rape 

HARD AT WORK:  The Capital City Police Sex Crimes Unit aka "The Lying Bitches Unit" 
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Special Agent Roscoe Cofield says some women lie about 

being raped. He even has an informal name for the Capital 

City Police Sex Crimes Unit [CCPSCU], where he has worked 

for nine years: 

"The Lying Bitches Unit," Cofield calls it. 

Cofield is just one of many experienced investigators who 

have learned to doubt many women who complain; he says 

they sometimes just seek to settle scores with former hus-

bands or boyfriends. 

"Half the girls that come in are lying," he told members of 

the standing Parliamentary Committee on Sex Offenses 

[PCSO]. “In order to combat this, the first thing we must do 

is start locking up more pretty little liars for false report-

ing.” 

As an Example, Special Agent Cofield told Parliament that 

he had just closed yet another such case. In this instance, 

“Marie”, a 22-year-old secretary reported being raped by 

her boss only after her company medical showed that she 

was pregnant. Police detectives trained by Cofield immedi-

ately discovered inconsistencies in her account.  

Instead of being fooled into interviewing her as a victim, 

they interrogated her as a suspect. Under pressure, Marie 

eventually recanted and admitted that she had seduced her 

married supervisor for a promotion. She was then charged 

with false reporting in addition to unregistered prostitu-

tion, punishable by up to a year in jail. The court eventually 

decided to treat the matter as a case of female delinquency 

and declared her a legal minor under the guardianship of 

her brother. Her employer had requested guardianship, 

arguing that her family had “manifestly failed to provide 

proper male oversight in allowing her to slander his repu-

tation.” 

"Half the girls that come in are lying. 
In order to combat this, the first 

thing we must do is start locking up 
more pretty little liars for false 

reporting.” 
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The court was moved, however, when it learned that her 

father had recently passed away and her younger brother 

was only 18. The young man impressed the court with his 

manly determination to take charge of his sister and the 

judge found it unreasonable to assign him undue blame for 

failing to police his sister’s behavior while he had been a 

legal minor himself. Ultimately the judge also admitted to 

being moved by the obvious affection and protectiveness 

the young man displayed toward his sister. The $500 in 

court costs was covered by Marie’s estate before full finan-

cial control was transferred to her brother. He was ordered 

to get Marie counseling for her lying, and his guardianship 

was put on supervised probation for one year with a warn-

ing that making it permanent was conditional on her good 

behavior. 

+++ 

The case is far from unusual. Statistics from Capital City 

Police show that up to 50% of women lie when they accuse 

someone of rape, and despite the best efforts of detectives 

like Special Agent Cofield, they are not always discovered.  

Along with other vice enforcements officers, Special Agent 

Cofield painted a picture for the committee of spurned 

woman seeking revenge by falsely accusing innocent men, 

putting them at the mercy of a justice system all too often 

governed by the emotions of irrational women. This inequi-

ty is illuminated by experts in female criminology.  

“Everyone lies. However, men and women tell different 

kinds of lies,” explained Dr. William Cromwell of Capital 

City University. “Women are actually more trustworthy 

except when the lies include another person, in which case 

confidence in female veracity plummets. In other words, 

women can be trusted to talk about themselves, but not 

anything else. What are Jezebels and welfare queens if not, 

first and foremost, liars?” Dr. Cromwell summarized in a 

prepared statement. 

A recent scandal at the Westerfield College provides a dif-

ferent kind of example. Dozens of female students claimed 

mistreatment to the campus authority and managed to 

whip up hysteria about campus rape being prevalent. After 

a full and detailed investigation, the University had no 

choice but to discipline the female accusers for the many 

infractions they had committed and attempted to cover up, 

such as drinking, breaking curfew without permission slips, 

fraternizing with male students, or even having sex in the 

dorms and prostituting themselves. 

RE-SCHEDULING: A Westerfield College Girl accused of irresponsible female sexual behaviour and unlicensed prostitution 

Statistics from Capital City Police 
show that up to 50% of women lie 
when they accuse someone of rape, 

 and despite the best efforts of 
detectives like Special Agent Cofield, 

they are not always discovered.  
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The high-profile case is just one example of an emerging 

trend of women lying about sexual assault to cover up inci-

dents of irresponsible female sexual behavior such as adul-

tery or unlicensed prostitution. To avoid being sanctioned 

for sexual indecency, office girls found to be pregnant often 

try to claim to a company doctor that their boss had se-

duced, coerced, or raped them.  

 

 

 

 

Police officials like Special Agent Cofield and criminologists 

like Dr. Cromwell are increasingly urging lawmakers to 

take a harder line. “When we search so-called victims, we 

often find that they carry condoms in their purses and send 

them for a full medicinal examination,” the detective ex-

plained to the committee. “We call it the virginity test. More 

often than not we find evidence they have had consensual 

sex with multiple partners, so we register them as prosti-

tutes.” 

As the chairman for the Committee for Public Decency, 

Henry Poindexter is spearheading the hearings, and he 

agrees that it is reprehensible that good men’s careers are 

often destroyed by lying or self-delusional woman who 

falsely complain of rape. 

“Personally, I have been deeply moved,” he admits. “We 

have heard stories of hysterical women who have blown a 

few innocent unwanted advances all out of proportions and 

have damaged respectable men’s careers, their reputations, 

and especially their families. These are respected members 

of the community, breadwinners.” Even so, he remains un-

convinced that punishments are the answer, pointing in-

stead to how successful state-sponsored guardianships for 

various groups of wayward girls have been in promoting 

socially responsible behavior. 

 “I see no reason not to copy the success of these programs 

to the criminal justice system,” Poindexter explained to his 

fellow committee members. “One measure of how success-

ful the various guardianship programs are is that they keep 

women from the crime statistics.”  

As an example of a successful expanded guardianship pro-

gram, the Chairman paid tribute to The Office of Guardians 

set up to look after unmarried pregnant girls and single 

mothers. Building on his success in sponsoring this legisla-

tion, the Chairman has also recently reached out to other 

parties in the Assembly to work with him on his proposed 

Female Offenders Guardianship Act, arguing that women 

should generally be treated more leniently. 

 “Despite what we have heard here today, I still do not be-

lieve young women who slander men with accusations of 

sexual misconduct belong in prison,” he insisted to his fel-

low committee members. “Errant girls generally are more 

like errant children then hardened criminals and need to be 

treated accordingly.  The Government must be given much 

wider scope to treat them as minors and put them under 

responsible guardianship for the same reason children are 

not punished as adults: Often, they are simply not fully re-

sponsible for their actions. I agree that we cannot allow 

loose women to run wild with wild accusations that slander 

the good name of honorable men, so I suggest any and all 

complaints about sexual misconduct against a girl must be 

made by her father, husband, or other legal guardian. Such 

a guardian can vouch for her honesty and virtue and also 

be responsible for holding her silence on the matter unless 

she has his permission to speak.  

Special Agent Cofield later told reporters that he found the 

chairman’s idea interesting. 

Office girls found to be pregnant 
often try to claim to company doctor 
that the boss the seduced, coerced, or 
raped them to avoid being sanctioned 

for sexual indecency 

ENFORCED VIRGINITY TESTS : Prostitutes get exposed 

“The Government must be given much 
wider scope to treat [Women] as 

minors and put them under 
responsible guardianship for the same 

reason [as] children …” 
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Congratulations!  

But do you really want to begin married life 

with an untrained woman whose only skill at 

wifery is the haphazard result of a few mass-

ed courses and the confused efforts of her 

female relatives?  

Do you really want to risk your career, your 

home and your comfort to the fumbling trial-

and-error techniques of an untutored girl?  

Do you truly believe that any degree of natu-

ral beauty of face and figure can compensate 

for a constant succession of social embar-

rassments and personal disappointments? 

So, you‘ve found 

your sweetheart? 

Advertisement 

See to it that the woman your have 

chosen as your bride is enrolled at 

the foremost marital academy. 

Make sure you have the best of both 

worlds: The tender joy of young love, 

the ecstasy of finding and choosing 

the girl of your dreams, and the satis-

faction of knowing that you will have 

a wife who is worthy of the role. 

 

Hartwood Academy 

Founded 1848 

Hartwood Academy. Training for love since 1848. 

Highly secure, discrete and distraction-free island location. Female-only staff. 

Make an appointment today with our Headmistress Ms. Mathilda Soberstein to discuss your fu-

ture-wife‘s curriculum! Courses offered at Hartwood include: 

 Cooking  Housekeeping  Catering for guests  Handcrafts  Childcare  Polite Conversa-

tion  Beauty and Make up  Health and Pregnancy Advanced Sexual Techniques  Sapphic  

Entertainment  Fetish Clothing and Apparel  Ultra High Heel Training  and many more 
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Until recently, feminism was considered asocial behavior 

or poor judgment by stray individuals at best. Women who 

insisted that females are equal to and should enjoy the 

same rights as men were routinely considered in need of 

nothing more then re-schooling in the new realities of mod-

ern post-feminist society. Everything from divorce, dismis-

sal, and even strong corporal punishment were considered 

adequate “medicine” for feminism. That has all just 

changed. In a recent ruling, the Commonwealth Society of 

Psychiatry [CSP] has determined – in almost every case - 

that feminism is a mental and emotional disorder.  

Significantly, the CSP have declared that treatment – rather 

than punishment – should be the usual preferred approach.  

Dr. G. Hunicut is a renowned expert in the female mind and 

an ardent proponent of treatment over punishment. He 

defines this concept as Female Independence Syndrome 

[FIS] He claims, “Responsible males need to realize that the 

concept of female ‘equality’ is not simply a kind of romantic 

notion like the ‘Nobel Savage’ fad of an earlier era. Rather, 

it was a cruel and dangerous burden women placed upon 

themselves, a burden under which they labored in uncon-

scious innocence. This made them effectively the victims of 

male ignorance.” 

In his Open University lectures on the subject, Dr. Hunicut 

has helped to increase public awareness of the need to take 

FIS seriously. Frequent recent episodes of teenage girls 

maladaptive teenage girl committing suicide has helped to 

illustrate why various forms of female hysteria are a condi-

tion that need to be treated aggressively. 

Considerable research indicates that this form of mental 

illness is particularly insidious since those afflicted typical-

ly denied that there is anything wrong with them. ”A mind 

under the influence of raging female hormones can’t diag-

nose itself any more than that of a young child,” Dr. Hunicut 

says. “They both need adult supervision and help. In many 

ways, a woman suffering  from female hysteria needs to be 

both viewed and treated similarly  to dealing with an unru-

ly and self-destructive child. The key is a structured envi-

ronment and firm authority figures. Women suffering fe-

male hysteria lose all self-control and therefore need to be 

controlled by others for their own good. The ultimate cause 

of Female Independence Syndrome is males failing in their 

duty of care and guardianship.” 

Thanks to groundbreaking work in Feminology by pioneers 

like Dr. Hunicut, we now know that the onset of puberty 

often coincides with the onset of various forms of female 

hysteria, a condition of the utmost seriousness. 

HEALTH & CARE — Treating Feminism as a mental disease 

NEW APPROACH: Dr. G. Hunicut tries to help — not punish  — girls suffering from Independent Female Syndrome 

Treatment instead of punishment is 
the preferred approach 
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The mental inferiority and emotional immaturity of women 

make them thoroughly dependent on men. Most women 

and girls accept this as a given and accommodate them-

selves as best they can to this reality. But others stubbornly 

insist they should be allowed to govern themselves, effec-

tively running wild despite completely being ruled by their 

raging hormones.  “These girls are in desperate need of 

help,” he explains. 

+++ 

Simone H. is one such girl. In her mid-30s, this former pub-

lishing executive was sensibly demoted to secretary when a 

male collogue was promoted above her and decided her 

female hormones made her a disruptive influence in a man-

agement role. After failing to meet basic levels of perfor-

mance set by her new male superior, she was dismissed. 

Jobless, she found herself dancing for table scraps and was 

finally arrested as an unlicensed prostitute when she was 

found on the street after curfew. She easily could have 

found herself placed in a reformatory for wayward girls 

and immoral women, but Simone was one of the first bene-

ficiaries of recent amendments to the Female Welfare Act 

[FWA] that has recently entitled women and girls affected 

with FIS to receive needed treatment.  

A former male colleague learned of Simone’s distressed 

situation and acquired legal guardianship under the new 

rules, determined to help her adjust to her new status – as 

well as the reasonable expectation that she’d learn to 

please her new guardian.  Most men would have felt strict 

discipline was the only cure needed, but Simone was a 

lucky girl in that her new guardian decided to take a gen-

tler, progressive approach.. 

 

 

 

At first, he simply had his doctor prescribe medication for 

her condition. The Commonwealth Society of Feminology 

[CSF] increasingly advocates use of medication to help af-

fected females in distress. Many powerful behavior-

controlling pharmaceuticals have found widespread usage 

in curbing the disruptive symptoms of female hysteria. 

Many of these newly licensed drugs have been found to be 

effective in reducing anxiety and depression, but their pri-

mary benefit is to make girls much less troublesome to 

handle. They are docile, obedient, and much more willing to 

go along with what is expected of them for their own good. 

The most popular version is marketed under the brand 

name FEM-CALM and has helped transform thousands of 

self-destructive brats engaged in anti-social behavior into 

dutifully obedient daughters and wives. 

While Simone responded positively to increasing doses of 

FEM-CALM, she also suffered the usual mild side effects 

such as forgetfulness and difficulty in concentration, coin-

ciding with increasing doses also lowering intelligence and 

causing some learning impairment.  

Reducing a girl’s intelligence to a more practical level is 

often both a necessary and helpful step in helping her over-

come FIS, so these effects in themselves weren’t cause for 

concern. But in Simone’s case, the drugs also made her in-

creasingly sluggish, apathetic about her appearance, and 

half-hearted in her assigned domestic duties. 

Simone’s guardian sought out Dr. Hunicut’s for help. Thera-

py was clearly in order as a supplement to medication, but 

the treatment was still experimental. Dr. Hunicut immedi-

ately began weaning Simone of her drugs and prescribed 

obedience conditioning as the therapy of choice. Despite 

her dire circumstances, Simone still clung to the outlandish 

notion that she was inherently the equal of any man and 

capable of making decisions for herself. Having been ar-

rested as a prostitute, she needed to accept the limitations 

imposed by the weakness of her gender and to realize that 

being socially bridled by men was her only option. 

As a first step Simone was isolated using sensory depriva-

tion – a full body latex catsuit with hood, gloves and arm 

binders was applied.  In addition, she was gagged with a 

controlled breathing feeder gag that could be used to lace  

her air supply with useful drugs and hormones. 

“Men ignorant of basic Feminology all too often tolerate 

female clothing that allow girls freedom to adopt deport-

ment and activities that are quite unsuitable for the weaker 

sex”, explains Dr. Hunicut. 

APATHETIC AND SLUGGISH : Side effects of IQ-lowering drugs 

Many powerful behavior 
controlling pharmaceuticals have 

found widespread user in curbing the 
disruptive symptoms of  

female hysteria 
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Like other patients in the doctor’s expert care, Simone’s 

was outfitted with high heeled ballet-boots and a tight un-

derbust corset - partly because of the aesthetically pleasing 

look, but also for their psychologically healthy effects.  Dr. 

Hunicut’s helped to design the peculiar shape of the ballet-

boot used widely used in treating FIS. Not only are they 

attractive, but these boots are also designed for correction 

and control – meant to limit and direct the feminine gait 

rather than to facilitate it. Likewise, a tightly cinched corset 

helps constrain and direct female behavior on a basic phys-

ical level.  

 

 

The Doctor’s attention to details doesn’t end there. In his 

introductory textbook “Basic Feminology for Young Men” 

he writes “Men have known for thousands of years that 

girls are more easily managed when their bodily functions 

are regulated. This is especially true of the female orgasm. 

Unlike the male orgasm, which is the very basis of repro-

duction (and therefore, of life itself), there is no biological 

necessity for a female orgasm. Girls never need to cum. The 

reasons for denying a girl her orgasms are fairly obvious. A 

female selfishly pursuing her own pleasure is not wholly 

focused on pleasing a male – leading to an unhealthy per-

version of the very purpose of her sexuality. “ 

After some initial skepticism, most experts have come to 

accept his findings. Some feminologists even advocate 

keeping all girls in complete orgasm denial since maintain-

ing a state of constant frustrated sexual arousal tends to 

focus them on pleasing men, but Dr. Hunicut has emphati-

cally rejected this approach as needlessly cruel. He believes 

it is both more humane and healthy to strictly control a 

girl’s orgasms, granting them infrequently as rare gifts and 

reward for compliant behavior. In keeping with this com-

passionate approach, female circumcision was rejected and 

Simone was merely placed in a chastity belt and put on libi-

do-enhancers. In course of her training, she will learn to 

channel her unused but highly stimulated sexuality in a 

healthier direction. 

After these precautions were taken, Simone’s treatment 

could finally begin. As the name “obedience conditioning 

“suggests, the goal of the treatment is to instill immediate 

obedience to male voices in general and to the assigned 

individual guardian in particular. A control file is provided 

by the guardian for use in the conditioning process as the 

core technique is install trust in the guidance of the voice 

owner, as well as unconditional following of his orders.  

This requires deep conditioning.   

RESTRAINED AND DENIED: Simone in her latex training and sensory deprivation outfit — total chastity ensured! 

A tightly cinched corset helps 
constrain and direct female behavior  
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Therefore, the subject is first introduced into a state of 

helplessness and sensory deprivation where she cannot 

care for herself or function without instruction.  Using in-

frasound, isolation, and other trademarked techniques, a 

loss of time, sense and vulnerability is initiated.  Once she 

has reached a state of acquiescence and sequestration, she 

will welcome any help and guidance even for the simplest 

actions. 

Under this true and tested approach Simone was left in her 

isolated condition until bio-sensors in the hood and cloth-

ing indicated that she was ready for the next step.  She was 

kept from sleeping or putting herself in an unproductive 

meditative state using oxygen and other gases delivered 

through the breathing mask as well as lectures delivered 

via her earplugs.  

 

 

The lectures were guided by brainwave sensors and helped 

Simone to understand that she was in her current predica-

ment only because she was an unworthy female, incapable 

of doing anything right.  Like all women, she needed some-

one to protect and guide her.  She needed someone to in-

struct her in all things.  The process left Simone almost 

afraid to think or to make any decisions. The initial phase 

helped to make her feel so humble, so tiny and insignifi-

cant; that she began to wish someone would take control of 

her and command her. 

Once in this proper receptive state, the first command se-

quence was played over her earphones.  Simone was or-

dered to stand and walk forward, stop, turn left, turn left 

again, walk forward, stop, turn right, turn right again and to 

sit down. Correction is administrated for mistakes and re-

wards given for compliance.  

She quickly gave up on some initial defiance and resistance 

and became more inclined to comply with her commands 

immediately without conscious thought and without hesi-

tation. Although Simone struggled to fulfill her task in her 

ballet boots, corset, and deprivation helmet, she was re-

warded with praise and comfort from the voice while being 

permitted to sit and rest while receive her first hormone-

laced drink through the mouthpiece. 

The next step in training consisted of a much larger room 

set up as a maze and obstacle course. She was given more 

commands which grow in speed and complexity, and she 

learned to obey them quickly. Simone had to navigate the 

maze, bends, circle, corner and maneuver around obstacles 

repeatedly. At times she is told to turn and sit, having to 

trust her instructions that there is a chair behind her.  At 

other times the floor is deceptively fashioned like a tread-

mill, confusing her sense of location, and forcing her to 

walk and work harder.  Any pause or delay in following 

instructions led to immediate correction. 

As time progressed, Simone’s movements grew smoother 

and more automatic, and any hesitations grew less preva-

lent.  

VAIN STRUGGLE: Her air supply reduced to a minimum during treatment, tightly corseted Simone tries to reach the valve of her rebreather 

The goal of the treatment is to 
install obedience to male voices 
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The process was repeated as often as needed. Though she 

performed the same actions, they were not in the same or-

der as in her previous passes through the maze, so she 

could not just memorize the tasks, but had to actually fol-

low the commands as she received them. 

The process usually takes weeks and breaks are obviously 

required.  After having completed the day’s conditioning 

satisfactorily Simone was freed from most of her restrains, 

washed, permitted to don a standard straitjacket and shiny 

wetlook leggings - still visually appealing - and if she per-

formed her tasks extremely well, she was even let out of 

her ultra-high ballet heels for the night.  

and fear of being alone. In Simone’s changing mental land-

scape being separated from her guardian resulted in emo-

tional and mental paralysis – and generated uncontrolled 

feelings of worthlessness. Without the presence and ap-

proval of her guardian she now feels afraid, at times even 

reporting a sense of terrible despair. 

SHORT RESPITE: Simone  catching her breath in her attractive leisurewear after an exhausting training day 

Without the presence and approval  
of her guardian she now feels  

afraid, at times even reporting  
a sense of terrible despair.  

After the first intensive days of training Simone was only 

put though the full conditioning process occasionally. She 

did, however, remain monitored and continue to be sub-

jected to occasional commands during an otherwise normal 

day. Her reactions were carefully being recorded and if she 

failed to obey these commands without hesitation, she was 

remitted into a day of intense training.   

The formal conditioning process was only part of the treat-

ment. Simone was also put on a supplementary regiment of 

pharmaceuticals used to introduce male separation anxiety  

 Without the male approval of her guardian, everything 

feels hopeless for her. Simone feels unloved, reviled, and 

loathsome to others and to herself.  Simone now needs and 

craves someone to protect her and guide her. There are 

some cases where the patient had to be re-admitted multi-

ple times as symptoms of FIS returned, but Simone re-

sponded very well and was released into the care of her 

guardian after a few month’s training.  

+++ 
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Her guardian reports her being well and still very eager to 

please. Any sluggishness in response has vanished even as 

Simone seems to have regained all her mental capacities. 

She is only truly happy when HE takes her and commands 

her.  

 

 

 

But Simone is not alone. Husbands and employers are re-

porting positive results. Once nagging and resentful, many 

wives now greet husbands with wide smiles. Treated secre-

taries are more receptive to male manager attention and 

even obstinate willful schoolgirls influenced by banned 

books are more quiescent.  

This magazine will keep it’s readership updated on these 

developments on the cutting edge of Feminology, and will 

revisit Simone’s case in six months. 

Any sluggishness in response has 
vanished even as Simone seems to have 

regained all her mental capacities.  

Advertisement 

FemCalm® 

It‘s better his way.
 

POSITIVE OUTLOOK: Simone sees her happy future up ahead  
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Thanks to the astonishing social progress of the last dec-

ades, there is an abundance of literature available on the 

proper discipline of wives by husbands, but much less in-

formation is available on the punishment of our daughters. 

This is clearly the result of our hyper-sensitivity to child 

molestation. We can’t seem to distinguish between children 

and sexually mature young adults, and our failure in this 

judgment has led to societal neuroses and reluctance 

among far too many fathers to administered needed physi-

cal chastisement to daughters showing unhealthy willful-

ness. 

Let’s try to put aside the demon of child molestation for a 

moment and consider the question of child discipline. 

Countless studies have shown that when it comes to 

providing the structured environment and guidance all 

females need, effective discipline is improved by a compo-

nent of corporate punishment. Punish the girl by punishing 

her body, and control the girl by controlling her body. In a 

sense, girls and women ARE their bodies in a way that isn’t 

true of boys and men.  

Female bodies are sexual and since anything sensual is also 

sexual, any and all effective discipline has a sexual compo-

nent. It can’t be avoided, so the only choice remaining to a 

farther raising daughters is to completely avoid discipline 

or to deny the sexuality of discipline and plunge himself 

further into sickness. Alternately, he can acknowledge the 

truth of discipline and embrace it. 

 

Some people believe that the father shouldn’t discipline 

girls, delegating that authority to the mother, but this is 

based on a misconception. It’s not just the act of striking 

flesh with hand, stick, or strap that is sexual, all exercise of 

male authority over the weaker sex is sexual. When a man 

feels arousal reprimanding his wife or secretary, or when a 

girl feels a surge of electricity run through her when her 

husband stomps his foot down and announces his final 

edict, it’s because they are responding to the sexual energy 

emitting from the exercise of power. Sex itself is about 

power every bit as much as it’s about pleasure. 

"... all effective discipline has a sexual 
component.” 

SEXUAL ENERGY: Released on through the exercise of power 
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When a farther confines his daughter to her room without 

supper, he may experience sexual excitement over his suc-

cessful domination. There’s nothing wrong with this. It’s 

natural and human. And for her part, she may whine and 

protest and make all manner of declarations, but each time 

she submits her will to his, her respect for him will in-

crease. 

We all love our daughters, and as responsible caring fa-

thers, our first duty is protecting them and keeping them 

safe. As members of the weaker sex, they will always need 

the guidance and shelter of strong male protectors to care 

for them. 

Healthy boys are raised to embrace risk-taking and aggres-

sion, but a responsible farther makes sure his girls are 

taught to protect themselves from predation. To that end, it 

is essential that they internalize the message that they are 

inherently vulnerable. Daughters must be taught to see 

their own bodies as sources of weakness or objects for 

male desires. For their own sake, they must be conditioned 

for acquiescence to authority and male power over their 

whole lives since their happiness and welfare depend on 

pleasing and gracefully obeying the male authority figures 

in their lives. Spanking your daughters helps drive home 

the message that women’s bodies don’t completely belong 

to them. It is a lesson better learned early in a safe, caring 

domestic environment. 

Being a good girl and pleasing dad are the most important 

things in her life. A well-raised happy daughter is continu-

ally offered subtle rewards for compliant behavior that 

constantly remind her that it pays girls to be sweet and 

passive. Being a “good girl” means sitting quietly at school, 

following instructions, completing tasks, and helping her 

mother with household chore. All this while learning to be 

responsive to the needs of others crossing over into healthy 

female subservience when it comes to her relationship with 

her father and brothers. Such relationships will help social-

ize her acquiescence to authority and male power her 

whole life. 

 

 

 

 

The discipline and training of a daughter is not unlike the 

training of a wife, and the relationship between father and 

daughter is not dissimilar to the relationship between hus-

band and wife. A proper husband simply takes up the train-

ing of a girl where her father left off. 

 

 

Being well spanked at home by a male parental figure will 

make it much easier for her to eventually get a suitable 

feminine job such as a secretary, a stewardess, or a nurse.  

 

 

 

 

In such employment she is almost certain to be spanked by 

her male bosses and - most important of all – it is good 

training for her eventual betrothal and will make her a 

more desirable bride. 

There is sexual energy in any human relationship, and cer-

tainly in the one between father and daughter. It’s the deni-

al of these natural desires that leads to mental and societal 

illness. So choose a healthier route. If you’re not afraid to 

ground your daughter, neither should be you afraid to 

spank her. 

“A well-raised happy daughter is 
continually offered subtle rewards 

for compliant behavior that 
constantly remind her that it pays 

girls to be sweet and passive.” 

FACING THE CONSEQUENCES:  A member of the weaker sex 

“as responsible caring fathers, our 
first duty is protecting them and 

keeping them safe. As members of the 
weaker sex, they will always need the 
guidance and shelter of strong male 

protectors to care for them. 
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Italy's 14,750 female police officers felt delighted when 

their new high-heeled shoes arrived. But the elegant shoes, 

which had been made inexpensively in Romania, didn't fit. 

 

In Italy, the land of fashion and elegance, it's only natural 

that public officials want to look good too. And so the Ital-

ian police ordered high heeled-shoes for its 14,750 female 

police officers, who wanted to give their uniform a younger 

and sexier look. 

 

However, in what the Italian tabloid press has named the 

Police Bimbo Shoe Shopping Affair, a female Interior Minis-

try official made a fatal mistake when she tried to save 

money on the shoes. After studying various bids, she 

awarded the €600,000 ($850,000) contract to a factory in 

Romania instead of to Italy's famous but expensive shoe-

makers. The clinching factor was the Romanian company's 

elegant design - and the low cost of €20 a pair. 

Only recently promoted under the now discredited affirma-

tive action policy of the former government, the female 

Interior Ministry official failed to realize that Romanian 

sizes did not conform to Italian norms -- with the result 

that the shoes were too small for Italian feet. 

 

One female Police Assistant told the Italian daily La Stampa 

that she found the shoes very attractive at first. But when 

she had to wear them all day for the first time as part of her 

regulation uniform, she "cried with pain," she said. She 

checked the size on the box, but it was correct -- at least in 

theory. 

 

It is a uniform dress code violation to not wear her new 4-

inch heels constantly while on duty, but she says her Ser-

geant has been really nice about letting her slide them dis-

creetly off under her desk to rub her sore feet and assign 

her tasks that don’t require too much walking.  

 

 

 

Some of her colleagues had been less fortunate, being kept 

in their painful heels for their full shifts by less kind-

hearted male supervisors with little understanding of femi-

nine needs. Most districts supervisor insisted that they had 

allowed female subordinates to either give their shoes back 

or to try on many different sizes before they found ones 

that fit. 

 

Italian women, however, like pretty shoes and tend to wear 

their heels even when painful and impractical. Often per-

plexed and amused, senior Italian police officials in charge 

of female colleagues have found that a police uniform 

makes little difference to the prevailing feminine attitude to 

footwear. Some district supervisors faced what they de-

scribed as 'cat-fights’ over finding shoes of the right sizes. 

In exasperation, some departments have simply banned 

their districts from assigning any female officer duties “that 

cannot be done safely in traditional female footwear.” The 

costs for the unusable shoes will now have to be borne by 

the ministry.  

It is a uniform dress code violation to 
not wear the new 4-inch heels 
constantly—despite the pain 

BELLA POLIZIA: Italian Police Women discuss their new cheap no-brand 4” heels from Romania 
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A new order for Italian-made police footwear has been 

placed, intended to replace the entire last consignment or 

Romanian shoes.  Several of the country’s leading fashion 

designers are currently offering their services free of 

charge to help the poor, suffering damsels in distress. 

The new Italian Minister of the Interior, Bettino Ricasoli, 

originally downplayed the issue as trivial and even amus-

ing with remarks such as “The women put in charge of buy-

ing shoes thought they were pretty – what can you do?” He 

has now been forced to admit that there has been a wide-

spread problem with politically motivated quota-based 

hiring and over-promotion of unqualified females into sen-

ior positions. While squarely placing the blame for the de-

bacle on his predecessor under the previous government, 

he has commissioned a special task force to review any 

promotions granted inappropriately. 

 

 

 

He has, however, refused to outright dismiss or release the 

name of the female official responsible. In a prepared state-

ment,  the ministry acknowledged her “gross professional 

incompetence,” but went on to say that she had been pres-

sured into “seeking and accepting a position she was un-

suited for by an unhealthy work environment fostered by 

an extreme and unchecked feminist ideology.”  

The statement also clarified that that “The relevant depart-

ment is now run by a man who was denied his promotion 

on the basis of sexist policies.”  

 

 

Unofficial sources close to the ministerial sources tell the 

Italian media that the offending female official agreed to 

demote herself in a formal letter in which she accepted full 

responsibility for her incompetence and also apologized to 

her former subordinate for conspiring to deny him his pro-

motion. A police union representative said it was not the 

first time the Interior Ministry had made a slipup due to the 

preferential treatment given to women. 

 

 

“I enjoy having female colleagues. They are delightful com-

pany," he told the newspaper, “but for decades, women 

have been promoted into positions far above their abilities. 

They absolutely have their place on the force, but all this 

political correctness can be dangerous. Under the same 

politically correct minister we often receive uniforms made 

out of ill-fitting, ugly material which quickly wears out," he 

told the newspaper. “This was just a silly women’s shoe mix

-up. What if someone had let her order guns and ammuni-

tion?” 

EASTERN ELEGANCE: Russian Police reported no trouble during  the 

transition to mandatory high heels for their female officers in 1992 

“I enjoy having female colleagues.  
They are delightful company.  

but for decades, women have been 
promoted into positions far above 

their abilities.” 

TRADITIONAL BEAUTY:  High Heels have been a part of the                 

Polish Police Uniform since World War I 

Several of the country’s leading 
fashion designers are currently 

offering their services free of charge  
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The shrill, petty female boss getting her just comeuppance 

has become something of a stereotype in current popular 

culture, and now they are increasingly being dealt with in 

the real workplace. 

Problems with bossy leaders causing a hostile work envi-

ronment are persistent and an ever increasing number of 

companies are taking steps to deal with the issue. 

In a recent internal survey, female bosses were described 

as “unpopular,” “unreasonable,” and even “pushy” by their 

staff more than three times as often as male leaders in simi-

lar positions. Study participants also said female bosses are 

often “emotional,” “catty,” or “bitchy.” 

 

The embarrassing frequent failure of women in many lead-

ership roles is still debated, even angrily denied by a few 

dogmatic die hard feminists, but no serious researchers 

dispute the findings even if the causes are the subject of 

legitimate disagreement.  

+++ 

One psychologist, Dr. Milan Balakrishnan, thinks inter-

female jealousy may be the key reason office girls prefer to 

work for male bosses. He believes women are evolutionari-

ly predestined not to collaborate with women they are not 

related to. His research suggests that women and girls are 

less willing than men and boys to cooperate with lower-

status individuals of the same gender; more likely to dis-

solve same-gender friendships; and more willing to socially 

exclude one another. Dr. Balakrishnan points out a similar 

pattern in apes. Male chimpanzees groom one another 

more than females do, and frequently work together to 

hunt or patrol borders.  

 

 

 

 

 

Female chimps are much less likely to form coalitions, and 

have even been spotted forcing themselves between a fe-

male rival and her mate in the throes of copulation. Dr Ba-

lakrishnan believes that women undermine one another 

because they have always had to compete both for mates 

and for resources for their offspring. From the female view-

point, helping another female might give her an edge in the 

hot-Neanderthal dating market, or might give her children 

an advantage over yours, so you frostily snub her. Women 

“can gather around each other, smiling and laughing, ex-

changing polite, intimate, and even warm conversation, 

while simultaneously destroying one another’s careers. The 

contrast is jarring.” 

+++ 

“Such bosses usually have a lower level of performance, 

and their lack of modesty and humility makes them poor 

leaders. Their arrogance leaves employees disgruntled and 

poorly motivated to perform. They are self-centered, lack 

empathy and have an exaggerated sense of self-

importance,” opined Dr. Frank Hansen, a consulting psychi-

atrist and leading expert in female mental disorders. He 

argues that females who are attempting to fill traditional 

male leadership positions seem especially susceptible to 

what has been described as the “Ice Queen syndrome”.  

 

The embarrassing frequent failure of 
women in many leadership roles is 

still debated - but women are 
evolutionarily predestined not to 

collaborate with other women they 
are not related to 

UNPOPULAR BITCHES: Female bosses are described as  

“unreasonable” and “pushy” 
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Dr. Hansen offered, “How often do you hear a man de-

scribed as pushy? Men have natural masculine leadership 

traits that women simply aren’t born with, and when wom-

en attempt to emulate a masculine style of natural authori-

ty, they tend to come off as shrill and caustic harpies.” 

Large surveys by Pew and Gallup, as well as several aca-

demic studies, show that employees of both sexes prefer to 

work for men. For example, a study published in the jour-

nal “Gender in Management” found that even though some 

women believe other females could make good managers 

in theory, “…the female workers did not actually want to 

work for them.” The longer a woman had been in the work-

force, the less likely she was to want a female boss. Women 

who reported to a female boss had more symptoms of men-

tal or emotional distress - such as trouble sleeping or head-

aches - than did those who worked for a male.  

+++ 

In preparation for this article, PATRONUS MAGAZINE com-

missioned a survey among 142 law-firm secretaries — all 

of whom were women — not one said she preferred work-

ing for a female senior partner, and only 3% indicated that 

they liked reporting to a female associate. “I avoid working 

for women because [they are] such a pain in the ass!” one 

woman said.  

Legal secretary Susan Mark, 26, entirely agrees with the 

study. At her firm, no one seemed to like the handful of fe-

male partners. “They were known as bitchy, bossy, and 

they didn’t want to hear excuses.”  She once spotted a fe-

male partner screaming at the employees at a taxi stand 

because the cars weren’t coming fast enough. “Almost eve-

ry girl who worked for one of them cried at some point,” 

she says. Some of the male partners could be curt, she said, 

but others were nice. On the other hand, almost all of the 

female partners were very tough.  She said that she’d ra-

ther work for men because they’re more forthright. “With 

women, I’m partly being judged on my abilities and partly 

being judged on whether or not I’m ‘a friend,’ or ‘nice,’ or 

‘fun’. ” She described her prior female boss as “a manipula-

tive bitch with no legal talent.” 

 

 

 She thought she was so much better than the rest of the 

girls in the office. She had that arrogant superior demeanor, 

down to that annoying slightly breathy dropping of the 

voice at the end of her sentences, which she fancied 

marked her as professional woman who’d gone to all the 

right schools. Fortunately, the survey revealed just how 

bitchy she’d been and the new management had her de-

moted on the spot right in front of us all.” 

SECRET SURVEY: Susan Mark, 26 , Legal Secretary, rushes 

to fill out the questionnaire before her female boss catch-

es her. Susan’s courage later lead to exposure and subse-

quent demotion of her incompetent superior. 

 

Advertisement 

All effective rules need enforcement. 

Company Dress Codes help your female employees to be more efficient in performing 

their duties. And add a little eye candy as a nice incentive for your male colleagues.  But 

manually checking your Office Girls each day if they comply with the “high heel only” 

rule”? Your time as decision maker is too valuable for that!  

Trust StilettoInspect ® instead.  
The Commonwealth’s leading Corporate Security Feature. 

Laser-guided cameras automatically check each females‘ footwear as she enters the workplace. Any Dress Code violations are reported to 

you and the Office Pool Manager. Adjustable from 3“ to 7“ minimum heel height according to employee’s individual clothing restrictions, 

privileges and/or punishment regimes.  NEW FEATURE: Can also be installed in strategic locations in your office building to report any unau-

thorised removal of footwear during office hours, Small enough to fit under your secretaries’ desks or the lavatories! 
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+++ 

What happened to Susan‘s bitchy boss is not that uncom-

mon. After a meteoric rise artificially stimulated by now-

overturned legislation, confused and very angry female 

executives are faced with a dilemma: how to survive in a 

business world were companies are no longer required by 

runaway feminism to have token female executives on staff.  

Women in leadership positions are naturally concerned 

about coming off as “pushy” or “bossy” given the intense 

focus many companies now have on the problem of women 

having been over-promoted. Fortunately for them, most 

employers have adopted a policy of “compassionate adjust-

ment” when it comes to female executives coming off as 

bossy. 

 

 

Dr Hansen recommends that women carefully watch both 

their language and the length of time they take up when 

speaking in meetings. In studies of how presentations are 

perceived, both male and female listeners were quick to 

think women were talking both too much and too aggres-

sively.  

When consulting and advising on this issue, he urges his 

clients’ female employees to be aware of this and to adjust 

to it by speaking a little as possible in meetings. When 

women do talk, it is it is critically important that they re-

member to hedge. “Use more phrases like ‘kind of,’ 

‘probably’ or ‘maybe,’ as well as more fillers like ‘um,’ ‘ah’ 

and ‘I mean.’” He recommends. “It softens their edge and 

makes both men and women more forgiving of a women 

taking up their time.”  

He also coaches female employers to turn sentences into 

questions, seeking affirmation: “Isn’t it?” These are all 

forms of verbally placating behavior and they really do 

work. Female employers who were intensively coached in 

them all saw their likability rating increase remarkably. 

Male executives would often describe their newly coached 

colleague as “sweet” and “feminine.” However, the single 

most effective form of placating behavior Dr Hansen has 

found isn’t purely verbal. “Offer to get everyone coffee and 

ask what they like.” He says. “No one thinks a woman fetch-

ing coffee is bossy." While consultants like Dr Hansen have 

helped many companies deal with their “women-

problems,” progress has been slow. With the passage of 

“Respect for Female Needs Act,” [RFNA] businesses based 

in the Commonwealth may no longer have the legal luxury 

of tackling the problem piecemeal. 

+++ 

The act established the common-sense legal principle that 

women, being physically and mentally more delicate then 

men, require additional safeguards and protections. One 

essential provision has made it illegal to employ a woman 

in positions that endangered her physical, moral, or mental 

health.  

 It remains unclear exactly what this means in practice, but 

Dr. Hansen strongly urges his client to make sure not to 

push women into positions their nature may make them 

unsuited for or deny them the male leadership that they 

require. One important tool that companies have to fulfill 

their legal obligation to protect women is to make the 

workplace as gendered as possible.  A female boss is a fe-

male first and a boss second, it is important that both she 

and everyone else in the office understands that. Gender-

specific codes for dress, appearance, behavior, and forms of 

address should apply regardless of job description.  

UNDUE HARSHNESS: Not the way to appear likeable, polite and feminine 

most employers have adopted a policy 
of “compassionate adjustment”  

when it comes to female executives 
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One rule companies have had success with is to require all 

female employers to wear a badge indicating what day it is 

in their menstrual cycle and relieve them of all undue 

stressful responsibilities when pre-menstrual. It isn’t just 

good policy, it may actually be a legal requirement since the 

passage of the RFNA. 

 

Since that act became the law of the land, the good news is 

that countless legal cases have firmly established that fe-

male rights do NOT mean that a woman has the right to be 

treated like a man; no more than a man has the right to give 

birth. Therefore, any silly female protests about being de-

moted to a coffee-fetching office girl 3 days a month can be 

safely ignored as can be complaints about proper make-up, 

heel height or being required to respectfully address any 

male as “Sir.”Dr Hansen believes that consensus is moving 

toward requiring that all places of employment to eventual-

ly provide the fully gendered environment female employ-

ees need and deserve. 

The current recommendation of female welfare experts is 

to reduce the maximum workweek for girls to 25 hours a 

week – exceptions for work functions that “closely resem-

bled traditional female chores” - meaning as waitresses, 

housemaids or office girls but not in any job one could im-

agine a man doing. 

“It simply isn’t good for them,” explains Dr. Balakrishnan. 

“Women need male bosses to provide the structure and 

security that they crave.”  

BADGE OF SHAME: Pre-Menstruation markers have been 

successfully tested in Japanese office environments. 

Advertisement 

silly female protests [...] can be safely 
ignored as can be complaints about 

proper make-up, heel height or being 
required to respectfully address     

any male as “Sir.” 
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We've seen live tweets before, but the Capital City Police 

Sex Crimes Unit is taking social media to a new level. The 

department says its live twitter feed has been a huge suc-

cess with close to a million followers nationwide. 

Viewing interest has focused on updates from the vice unit 

responsible for the red light district. Critics have accused 

the department of appealing to lurid interests by pointing 

out that updates tend to focus on scantily clad attractive 

young women being questioned and processed on suspi-

cion of being unregistered prostitutes. Images and videos 

of such women being handcuffed, searched, and having to 

answer questions about what they are doing out alone on 

the street after dark have gained the self-named police 

“Harlot Patrol” a massive following.  

One particularly popular video clip generating controversy 

featured a handcuffed girl denying she was a prostitute to 

the arresting officer followed by him searching her purse, 

holding a packet of condoms in her face and demanding she 

explain what she was planning to do with them by asking 

her if she “just enjoyed getting herself fucked by strange 

men on the street?” 

Recent video feeds of intimate obstetrics and gynecology 

examinations have also drawn criticism. In some cases the 

medico-legal examinations have included the invasive “two

-finger test” to determine whether the hymens are intact. 

Despite criticism that such findings are scientifically base-

less the police use the procedure to draw conclusions about 

whether girls are “habituated to sex”.  

While tested girls who were deemed to have “failed” were 

not necessarily penalized, many released women have de-

scribed the test as painful, embarrassing, and traumatic. 

Human Rights Watch have decried them as “instrumental 

rape”. 

 

 SECURITY FIRST: Intimate exams are necessary part of 

any arrest procedure   

COMMON SIGHT :  Police Officers processing a female suspect that has been caught without wearing a chastity device   
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Cyndee Clay, the executive director of GFS, an advocacy 

group in the Capital, says live-tweeting and even video 

streaming such incidents will ultimately have no public 

safety benefit, and increases public health and safety risk. 

She claims that the media strategy of the police department 

publicly degrades and humiliates not only adult women, 

but also vulnerable young girls in the community who are 

already being exploited by pimps and brothel keepers. 

 

"Some young girls and women involved in prostitution are 

victims of human trafficking," she told Capital City MG 

News. "Instead of assisting trafficked women and connect-

ing them with groups and advocates who help them escape 

the dangerous sex trade, they are being registered as pros-

titutes against their will and effectively forced into brothels 

and strip clubs." 

 

 

 

 

 

Police Chief L.J. Dale insists that his men are just there to 

enforce the law, not to make allowances. “The intent of the 

law is to protect the public from sexually transmitted dis-

ease and safeguard public decency by ensuring that prosti-

tutes are registered, and they are subject to regular medical 

checks-ups. Officers can only assume that young women 

who are provocatively dressed and alone at night are pros-

titutes, so they are treated appropriately by my men.” 

 

Chief Dale claims that experience has taught officers that a 

certain level of no-nonsense firmness is necessary when 

dealing with prostitutes. “Back in the bad old days, we used 

to tolerate verbal abuse and even spitting and kicking from 

street hookers. Believe it or not, there were even incidents 

of officers being sued for harassment by them. Patrolling 

the red light district is tough work, but thanks to the recent 

reforms doing away with that sort of misplaced permissive-

ness, the first lessen these whores learn is respect for au-

thority." 

 

Regardless of the ongoing controversy, several sponsors 

have taken notice of the vast following of the vice enforce-

ment unit. Capital City Police says generous corporate and 

philanthropic support will allow it to expand operations as 

well as add more live web-TV broadcasts and save the tax-

payers a considerable part of the department’s operating 

budget at the same time. 

“Officers can only assume that  
young women who are provocatively 

dressed and alone at night are 
prostitutes, so they are treated 

appropriately by my men” 

PATIENCE NEEDED: A suspect waiting for her examination 

is live-streamed by the Capital City Police   

Do you know where your wife is 

right now? 
Get her a new „Love Bangle®“, and your answer will always be „Yes!“   

The new „Love Bangle®“ from CARTER  contains a small GPS tracker 

and is made from uncuttable titanium alloy. It comes with extra secure 

auto-lock screws that can‘t be broken - like your love!  

CARTER JEWELLERY. TRULY EVER YOURS.  

Special Christmas offer: Get „Love Bangles®“ for your daughters  too - 30% off for girls under 21!  
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CONSUMER NEWS — Stewardess sore over  

Air Atlantic heel order gets a sore rump  
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One flight attendant on the nation’s second largest carrier 

Air Atlantic was left hopping mad on Sunday after receiving 

new instructions that she must wear high heels until all 

passengers have boarded each flight. 

While waiting for a group of passangers delayed by a con-

necting flight, she flat out refused to keep wearing her heels 

as the new regulations demanded. Rather than having her 

removed from the plane and formally reprimanded for in-

subordination, Flight Captain Hendrickson of Air Atlantic 

flight AA172 literally choose to take matters into his own 

hands and administrated what he himself described as 

“light physical discipline” by putting the girl over his knee 

in an empty first class seat before sending her off to the 

lavatory to fix her makeup and put on her properly pro-

scribed footwear. 

 

 

 

 

As reports of the incident spread, Flight Captain Hendrick-

son defended his decision to handle matters himself rather 

then make an official issue of her insubordination. “Girls 

must deal with female hormones and periods. She needed 

her rump warmed; not having her life destroyed by being 

dismissed and being made unemployable,” he explained in 

an interview with the travel news website GO. “I under-

stand the seriousness of maintaining discipline on board. In 

a life or death crises, orders have to be obeyed instantly 

and without hesitation, but as the proud father of my own 

two girls, I can certainly handle a few feminine temper-

tantrums without getting the poor things fired." 

There were expressions of sympathy and pleas for under-

standing from their fellow aircrew. “I understand I need to 

look pretty and attractive for our passengers, but after 

hours on our feet, those things can really hurt,” the travel 

market news site quoted one anonymous flight attendant 

as saying. 

The new regulations stated that flight attendants must con-

tinue to wear their high-heeled shoes until all passengers 

have boarded and are properly seated. 

BREAK(ING) MOMENT :  A stewardess removing her high heels on ground duty might be in violation of company rules in the future 

“Girls must deal with female 
hormones and periods. She needed her 

rump warmed; not having her  
life destroyed by being dismissed  

and being made unemployable.”  
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Until the recent change, female cabin staff was required to 

wear high heels as part of their uniforms when they arrived 

at airports and when tottering past passengers who are 

waiting to board planes. However, once on board, the flight 

attendants could switch to more comfortable working 

shoes before travelers were allowed on the plane.  

The decision to change the regulations was reportedly 

made after Air Atlantic officials noted that other airlines 

required flight attendants stay in heels until just before the 

plane takes off, or are even required to wear them continu-

ally while on duty. 

 “The company updates its service procedures, and within 

that framework it was decided that the stewardess’ teams 

must wear proper feminine heels also when welcoming 

customers to flights,” explained Yehudit Grisaro, vice presi-

dent of customer service at Air Atlantic. “Increasingly high 

heels are seen as an absolute condition for women’s pre-

sentability across the entire service sector. Immediately 

after the seating, and during the entire flight, our girls are 

permitted to change into comfortable work shoes. We 

stress that this practice is actually quite lenient by world 

air industry standards.” 

Indeed, female flight attendants working for one of the 

world’s largest carriers, United Airlines, are required to 

wear shoes with a heel height of between three and four 

inches. Women crew members can only switch to a lower 

heel—it still has to be at least two inches high—during the 

service portion of the flight. Increasingly airlines are doing 

away with flat female footwear entirely keeping the girls 

heeled constantly while on duty. 

 

 

 

 

A recent study published in the Journal of Applied Physiol-

ogy found that wearing heels significantly modifies the way 

a woman walks—her gait becomes shorter due to tight-

ened calf muscles and tendons. The researchers in that 

study also found that frequently switching between high 

heels and flat shoes, as is still permitted for most flight at-

tendants, can do more harm than good. If a woman fre-

quently wears heels, that becomes “the new default posi-

tion for the joints and structures within,” Neil J. Cronin, the 

lead researcher on the study, told The New York Times. 

Ironically, changing that setting by putting on flatter shoes 

“could increase injury risk.” 

Advertisement 

researchers [...] found that 
frequently switching between high 

heels and flat shoes, as is still 
permitted for most flight attendants, 

can do more harm than good.  
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Feminologists specializing in female mental health has re-

cently published studies suggesting that women in heels 

are perceived as more desirable and feminine and this 

helps them be more receptive to and accepting of natural 

male authority. 

When contacted by the customer service department, first 

class passengers who witnessed the episode were full of 

praise for captain Hendrickson’s handling of the matter. 

 

 

 

 

 

Dr. Anderson DeGrasse Poindexter, a leading management 

consultant, had a first-hand view of the episode and told 

the airline that whole incident was an inspired display of 

firm but fair female personnel management that showed, 

“Genuine concern for the welfare and comfort of both crew 

and passengers.” 

When asked to clarify by the air industry trade magazine 

“Open Skies”, he emailed his professional opinion noting 

that “Young women are fundamentally at the mercy of their 

raging hormones. Many of them will periodically show 

symptoms of female hysteria by making completely irra-

tional complaints or demands. Trying to placate such be-

havior will only make the symptoms worse or even allow 

them to spread to other female employees. That is why so 

many employers have been forced to adopt a zero toler-

ance policy that results in women ending up terminated for 

insubordination with a public record that makes them un-

employable. Captain Hendrickson clearly takes his respon-

sibility as a father figure to his stewardesses very seriously, 

so he was not going to let that happen. Young females ex-

hibiting irrational outbursts of willfulness and insubordina-

tion are often unconsciously testing the leadership qualities 

of their male supervisors to know if they are manly enough 

to guide and protect them. Captain Hendrickson passed 

with flying colors. “ 

Dr. Poindexter was not alone in his assessment. Rather 

than complain, several passengers suggested a raise and 

promotion for his efforts to insure first class service aboard 

his aircraft. They were equally adamant that no action 

should be taken against the unruly air hostess. She was 

described as “very well behaved” for the duration of the 

flight and was “very pretty in her heels.” 

When asked for suggestions for improving service, one pas-

senger suggested Air Atlantic issue paddles to its air cap-

tains. There has as yet been no official word from the air-

line on whether they plan to take the advice, but one senior 

executive commented off the record that he thought the 

idea “had merit.” 

Young females exhibiting outbursts of 
willfulness and insubordination are 

often testing the leadership qualities 
of their male supervisors to know if 

they are manly enough to guide them. 

FLIGHT ATTENDANTS :  More desirable and feminine in high heels 
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Find us at Patreon.com/Selectacorp or selectacorp.com for more games and stories! 

ABOUT US / IMPRINT 

Screenshots for the 

“Manage Your Tenants” 

game, now in production 

from Selectacorp  
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